Finding Aid for the Henry Chodkowski (1937- ) Papers

**Title:** Henry Chodkowski Papers  
**Date Span:** 1963–2008  
**Extent:** 6.5 linear feet ; 8 boxes  
**Language(s):** English  
**Copyright:**

**Description:** Henry Chodkowski was born in Hartford, Connecticut, and studied at University of Hartford (B.F.A. 1961) and Yale University (M.F.A. 1963). As professor of advanced painting at University of Louisville, Chodkowski is an influential teacher, known as much for the achievement of his students – Gaela Erwin, Mark Priest, Guinever Smith, to name a few – as for his own art. These are his personal papers relating to his time and career while at the University of Louisville.

**Box 1**

**Folder 1**


Folder 2

2. Letter dated 30 April 1956 from The Hartford Art School to Henry Chodkowski.
16. Letter dated 7 October 1968 from Letitia Dator, Virginia Polytechnic Institute to Henry Chodkowski.

18. Press release from the J.B. Speed Art Museum dated 1 February 1972, concerning HC exhibition.

19. Memorandum dated 28 February 1972 from, Dean Richard Barber to HC.

20. Letter from Bernard Chaet to HC, [n.d.]

21. Receipt dated 22 October 1969 from Merida Gallery, Inc. to HC.

22. Letter from Alan Thompkins to HC, [n.d.].

23. Letter dated 4 March 1972 from Dario Covi to HC.

Folder 3


7. Letter dated 20 February 1973 from Margo Adams to HC.

Folder 4


Folder 5

15. Letter dated 29 August 1974 from Frederick A. Merida to Henry Chodkowski.
16. Letter dated 8 April 1974 from Ted James to HC.
17. Card dated [n.d.] from Mainstreams ’74 to HC.
18. Letter dated 14 June 1974 from Dr. Helen Cleveland to HC.
19. Invitation dated 7 July 1974 from Chatuaqua Art Association to HC.
20. Letter dated 20 November 1974 from James McCormick to HC.
21. Card dated 18 September 1974 from Georgetown College Art Gallery to HC.


Folder 6


Folder 7

2. Letter dated 15 September 1975 from Ed Grusheski [New Jersey State Museum] to HC.
7. *Hunterdon Art Center 19th National Print Exhibition*. Clinton [NJ]: Hunterdon Art Center, 1975. Exhibit catalogue. –two copies
9. Letter [n.d.] from John Mominnee to HC.
17. Contact information from buyer of HC artwork.
Folder 8

2. Letter dated 29 May 1975 from Byron [?] to Henry Chodkowski.
3. Letter [n.d.] from Christopher Middendorf to HC.
4. Letter [n.d.] from C. Middendorf to HC.
5. List of artwork with values of artwork for Middendorf Gallery show. Print.
7. Letter dated 26 December 1975 from C. Middendorf to HC.
8. Correspondence dated July 1975 between Ricki [?] and HC.
9. Biographic information about HC.
10. Letter dated 30 August 1976 from C. Middendorf to HC.
11. Letter dated 17 September from C. Middendorf to HC.
13. Receipt and letter from C. Middendorf to HC.
15. Letter dated 9 May 1975 from LNP to J. Kloner.
16. Letter dated 30 November 1975 from HC to C. Middendorf and Bryon [?].
17. Telegram date 7 October 1975 from Jay Kloner to HC.
18. Card [n.d.] from Ariane to HC.
19. Card [n.d.] from Joe Polzer to HC.
20. Letter dated 21 October 1975 from Gabor Peterdi to HC.
23. Letter dated 1 August Letter 1975 from HC to C. Middendorf and Bryon [?].
25. Letter dated 14 August 1975 from J. Kloner to R. Martin.
27. Letter dated 14 May 1975 from J. Kloner to Elizabeth Baker.
28. Letter dated 6 August from J. Kloner to R. Martin.
29. Letter dated 31 August from Carol Miller to HC.
30. Letter dated 11 October from HC to LNP.
32. Letter dated 25 February 1975 from C. Middendorf to HC.
33. Letter dated 12 September 1975 from R. Martin to HC.
34. Letter dated 22 February 1975 from HC to C. Middendorf.
35. Letter dated 19 February 1975 from C. Middendorf to HC.

Folder 9
1. Correspondence between Henry Chodkowski and Helen Cleveland.
2. List of artwork with values of artwork for Chautauqua Gallery show. Print.

Folder 10


Folder 11

1. Notification card for accepted artwork, Watercolor 76.
2. Letter dated 27 May [n.y.] from Clive Clark to Henry Chodkowski.
3. Letter dated 18 May 1976 from Lindasy Nolting to HC.
4. Prospectus for the 2nd Street Gallery, 4th annual juried show. Print.
5. Notification card for accepted artwork, 2nd Street Gallery, 4th annual juried show.
6. Notification card for accepted artwork, Village Center National Print Competition and Exhibition.
7. Letter dated 16 October 1976 from Judith Richardson-Silva to HC.
10. Letter [n.d.] from C. Middendorf to HC.
11. Letter [n.d.] from C. Middendorf to HC.
15. Letter [n.d.] from C. Middendorf to HC.
20. Letter dated 27 September 1976 from Katherine Owen to HC.
Folder 12


Folder 13

8. Notification card for accepted artwork, Wabash Valley Exhibition.
10. Invitation from Art Center Association to Henry Chodkowski, [n.d.]
13. Letter dated 1 April 1977 from Lana L. Branton to HC.
14. Letter dated 5 April 1977 from Elizabeth Quivey to HC.
15. Letter dated March 1977 from The Boston Printmakers to HC.
17. Notification card for accepted artwork, [n.d.], no gallery name specified.
20. Prospectus from The 7th National Print and Drawing Exhibition, 1977.
22. Letter dated 9 May 1977 from Sherry Dworkin to HC.
23. Letter dated 22 February 1977 from Zoran Stevanov to HC.
24. Letter dated 16 February 1977 from Zoran Stevanov to HC.
25. Notification card for accepted artwork, Kansas First National Small Painting, Drawing and Print Exhibition.
27. Letter dated 8 February 1977 from Otto Theuer to HC.
29. Letter dated 13 March 1977 from T. James to HC.
31. Letter dated 17 March 1977 from Howard Middleton and James McMahan to HC.
32. Letter dated 22 August 1977 from Mary Theuer to HC.
33. Letter dated 17 August 1977 from Addison Franklin Page to HC.
34. Letter dated 5 July 1977 from Hugh MacKay to HC.
36. Letter dated 2 June 1977 from Stewart Neill to HC.
37. Letter dated 22 April 1977 from Edith Tonelli to HC.
38. Letter dated 16 June 1977 from Edith Tonelli to HC.
42. Card dated 1977 from Chris Middendorf to HC.
44. Letter dated 7 November 1978 from Jim Miller to HC.
Folder 14

2. Letter dated 4 January 1977 from Henry Chodkowski to John [?]

Folder 15


Folder 16

2. Letter dated 1 March 1978 from M. Denison to HC.
3. Letter dated 23 November 1976 from Margo Dolan Devereux to HC.
9. Letter dated 14 December 1978 from Christopher Middendorf to HC.
10. Letter dated 15 November 1978 from Stewart Neill to HC.
11. Letter dated 21 December 1978 from Joan Wolff to HC.
12. Letter dated 1 November 1978 from HC to Eve Oswald.
13. Letter dated 1 November 1978 from E Oswald to HC.
14. Letter dated 21 December 1975 from E Oswald to HC.

Folder 17

3. Letter dated 10 November 1978 from Carla Ober to HC.
5. List of artwork with values for J.B. Speed show. Print.

Folder 18

2. “Goings on about town.” *The New Yorker,* [n.d.].
3. “Art Tour” *Art/World,* March/April 1, 1979, p. 16.

Folder 19

2. Letter dated 5 October 1979 from Henry Chodkowski to Allan Stone.
3. Mailgram dated 2 March 1979 from Dario Covi to HC.

Folder 20

4. Letter dated 12 March 1979 from C. Craven to HC.
5. Letter dated 16 April 1979 from John Day to HC.
6. Letter dated 22 May 1979 from Ruth Moran to HC.
8. Letter dated 15 June 1979 from Patty Hoffpauir to HC.
10. ’79 National Print Exhibition in Texas. Austin [TX]: St. Theresa’s Church. Exhibition list.
11. Letter dated 22 June 1979 from Timothy High to HC.
12. Receipt dated 13 April 1979 from the University of South Dakota to HC.
13. ’79 National Print Exhibition in Texas. Austin [TX]: University of Texas. Exhibition catalogue. –two copies
14. Letter [n.d.] from C. Craven to HC.

Folder 21


Folder 22


8. **Kentucky Art 1980 Painting, Sculpture, Drawing.** Lexington [KY]: University of Kentucky Art Museum. Exhibit catalogue. – *two copies*


12. **Kentucky Art 1980 Painting, Sculpture, Drawing.** Lexington [KY]: University of Kentucky Art Museum. Exhibit list.


15. Photocopies of materials related to the work of HC on selected exhibitions during 1980.

Folder 23


2. Contract dated 1980 from the College of William and Mary to Henry Chodkowski.


5. Letter dated 15 September 1980 from HC to C. Helfrick.

Folder 24


4. Letter dated 1 April 1981n from Addison Franklin page to HC.


6. **Fine Arts Faculty Exhibition.** Louisville: Allen R. Hite Art Institute, 1981. Exhibition announcement.


11. Letter dated 1 April 1981 from AF Page to HC.

Folder 25


Folder 26

3. List of artwork with values of artwork for Tangeman Gallery show. Print.
4. Letter dated 8 October 1981 from Dorothy Stein to HC.
5. Receipt dated 20 September 1981 from Ryder Truck Rental signed by HC.
6. Directions to Tangeman Gallery, University of Cincinnati, [n.d.]
7. Map, University of Cincinnati, [n.d.]
8. Loan agreement between University of Cincinnati and HC, 18 September 1981.

Folder 27

2. List of artwork with values of artwork for Martha White Gallery show. Print.
Folder 28


5. Invoice from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters to HC, dated 28 December 1982.

6. Invoice [n.d.] from Emory Worldwide to HC.

7. Letter [n.d.] from Margaret Mills to HC.

8. Letter dated 13 September 1982 from M. Mills to HC.

9. List of unpacking instructions, [n.d.]

10. Card dated October 1982 from Larry Landon to HC.

11. Invoice dated 4 October 1982 from Emory Worldwide to HC.


13. Letter [n.d.] from Kathy Scherer to HC.

14. Letter dated 8 December 1982 from M. Mills to HC.


17. Receipt dated 20 April 1982 from Historic New Harmony Gallery to HC.


Folder 29


Folder 30

1. Poster for Henry Chodkowski lecture, Indiana University, 1983. Print
4. Letter dated 8 August 1983 from James H. Barker to HC.
7. Invitation dated September 1983 from the James Hunt Barker Galleries to HC.
8. Invitation dated September 1983 from the Triangle Gallery to HC.

Folder 31

5. Meloy, Maggie. “Paintings by Chodkowski reflect a mastery of light and color.” *Around Downtown,* 19 March 1984. –two copies

Folder 32

1. Letter dated 19 April 1984 from Roberta L. Williams to Henry Chodkowski.
2. Card dated 17 September [1984] from Kate Vogt to HC.
3. Receipt for Gift of Lithograph “Minoan Votive 1” to the Fine Arts Library, 15 August 1984 from University of Louisville to HC.
4. Letter dated 21 May 1984 from Dario Covi to HC.
13. Letter dated 8 June 1983 from Daniel Boyarski to HC.
14. Contract [n.d.] from HC to [?].
15. Letter dated 12 January 1984 from Addison Franklin Page to HC.
16. Contract dated 1 May 1983 between Kathleen Meyer Gallery to HC.
17. Letter dated 28 February 1984 from HC to Diane Heilenman.
18. Correspondence dated 1984 between Ann Tower and HC.
19. Letter dated 30 January 1984 from Donald Swain to HC.
20. Two reviews of HC shows by Dario Covi, [n.d.]

Folder 33

5. Letter dated 1 November 1985 from Yale University School of Art to HC.
7. Letter dated 14 March 1985 from Stephen Rounds to HC.

Folder 34


Folder 35

3. Photographs of show in Greece [n.d.]
4. Notes from a slide talk give at Indiana University, March 1983, Henry Chodkowski.
5. Letter [n.d.] from HC to George Papathanassopoulos.
9. Biographical information about HC, [n.d.]
12. Letter dated 17 April 1984 from HC to Patricia Kushlis.
14. Letter dated 29 February 1984 from P. Kushlis to HC.
15. Letter dated 7 June 1984 from P. Kushlis to HC.
16. Letter dated 16 July 1984 from P. Kushlis to HC.
17. Letter dated 4 September 1984 from P. Kushlis to HC.
21. List of places visited in Greece by HC and family.
22. List of correspondence for HC while in Greece.

Box 2

Folder 1


Folder 2

2. Letter dated 10 February 1986 from David Pease to HC.
3. Letter dated 20 October 1986 from Heike Pickett to HC.
4. Letter dated 19 February 1986 from Heike Pickett to HC.
5. Letter dated 30 March 1986 from Heike Pickett to HC.
6. Letter dated 7 November 1986 from Roberta Williams to HC.
7. Loan agreement dated 5 December 1986 between HC and Louisville Art Gallery.
8. Letter dated 19 January 1987 from Mary Bryan Hood to HC.
10. Letter dated 26 December 1986 from HC to MB Hood.
11. Acceptance form dated 7 November 1986 from Owensboro Museum of Fine Arts to HC.
12. Letter dated 6 November 1986 from MB Hood to HC.
13. Letter dated 18 June 1987 from C Luallen to HC.
14. Letter dated 7 November 1986 from Richard S. Field to HC.
19. Art Location handout. [1986], no pub. info.

Folder 3


Folder 4

2. Letter dated 1 February 1987 from Bill and Anne Axton to HC.
3. Letter dated 20 May 1987 from Heike Pickett to HC.
11. Letter dated 12 October 1987 from Alan Aiches to HC.
12. Letter dated 13 May 1987 from Crit Luallen to HC.
14. List of works submitted for show in Warsaw Poland.
15. Media memo from Wayne L. Smith, [n.d.]
17. Letter dated 28 May 1987 from PP Sexton to HC.
Folder 5


Folder 6


9. Letter dated 12 September 1988 from Victor Olorunsola to HC.

Folder 7


Folder 8

1. Letter dated 2 June 1989 from Sally Newkirk to Henry Chodkowski.

2. *Kentucky to Ecuador*. Quito, Ecuador: Kingman Foundation Gallery, 1989. Exhibit card. – *two copies*

3. Letter dated 27 September 1989 from Lanette Thurman to HC.
4. Letter dated 13 May 1989 from Penny Leach to HC.
5. Letter dated 12 April 1989 from Pegram Harrison to HC.
6. Letter dated 26 September 1989 from Marlow Burt to HC.
7. Statement dated 17 February 1989 between The BUDD Company and HC.
8. Letter [n.d.] from Triangle Gallery to HC.
10. Letter dated 20 January 1989 from Robert Knipschild to HC.

Folder 9

2. Letter dated 8 January 1990 from Lanette Thurman to HC.
3. Letter dated 12 September 1990 from Pegram Harrison to HC.
5. Letter dated 29 August 1989 from Irwin Pickett to HC.
7. Letter [n.d.] from Debra Foshag to HC.
8. Letter dated 29 April 1980 from Bob Knipschild to HC.
9. Card dated February 1989 from D. Foshag to HC.
10. Card dated March 1990 from Karen [?] to HC.
11. Card [n.d.] from Penny Leach to HC.
12. Letter dated 24 October 1990 from D Foshag to HC.
Folder 10


Folder 11

1. Letter dated 10 February 1990 from Henry Chodkowski to Ying-Kit Chan.
2. Letter dated 14 March 1990 from HC to Stephanie Darst.
3. Letter dated 22 March 1990 from HC to S Darst.
4. Editorial information for New Art Examiner, [n.d.]
8. Card dated 15 March 1990 from S. Plapoutos to HC.
9. Card dated 16 March 1990 from Barbara Kolb to HC.
10. Card dated 16 March 1990 from Mike Culver to HC.
11. Card dated 2 March 1990 from Jim and Pam (?) to HC.
12. Card dated February 1990 from Bud Leake to HC.
13. Card dated March 1990 from Robert Anthoine to HC.
14. Letter dated 31 March 1990 from Patrick Brown to HC.
15. Letter dated May 1990 from David E. Mosley to HC.
16. Letter dated March 1990 from Marvin Lowe to HC.
17. Card dated March 1990 from Robert Berlind to HC.
18. Letter dated 5 March (?) from John Martin to HC.
19. Letter dated 28 February 1990 from Phil Alperson to HC.
20. Letter [n.d.] from Pedro J. Rodriguez to HC.
21. Letter [n.d.] from Lida Gordon to HC.
22. Photocopy of list of artwork with values. [n.d.]

Folder 12


Folder 13


Folder 14

5. Letter dated 9 September 1991 from Christopher Stanford to HC. –three copies

Folder 15

3. Artist introduction, Henry Chodkowski. [n.d.]
4. Various artifacts in Greek from the show.
7. List of supplies written in Greek, [n.d.]
8. List of works for *Mavros Labyrinthos Series* show. [n.d.]

10. Correspondence dated 1991 between Eirene Polykrati and HC.


12. Receipts for works pertaining to *Mavros Labyrinthos Series* show.


15. Letter dated 2 May 1991 from John Whitesell to *whom it may concern*.

Folder 16


4. Letter dated 25 June 1992 from Irwin and Heike Pickett to HC.


6. Letter dated 5 May 1992 from Irwin Pickett to HC.

7. Letter dated 26 August 1992 from Susan Clarkson to HC.


9. Letter dated 4 November 1992 from LVAA to HC.

10. Letter dated 30 October 1992 from LVAA to HC.

11. Letter dated 22 November 1992 from Pauline Taffitte to HC.


14. Letter dated 16 November 1992 from Evangelos Sorogas to HC.

15. Letter dated 26 August 1992 from Susan Clarkson to HC.

16. Letter dated 29 April 1992 from Irwin & Heike Pickett to HC.

17. Card dated 21 December 1992 from Irwin & Heike Pickett to HC.

18. Receipt dated 20 December 1991 from Heike Pickett Gallery to HC.

19. Letter [n.d.] from Irwin & Heike Pickett to HC.


21. Letter dated 16 October 1992 from Heike Pickett to HC.
Folder 17

3. Card dated 4 January 1993 from Mike Culver to HC.
4. Letter dated 8 January 1993 from HC to Mike Culver.
5. Correspondence dated November 1973 between D.C. Ulmer and HC.
6. Receipt [n.d.] from Georgetown College to HC.
9. Correspondence dated 1993 between Gloria Gewinner to HC.
11. Letter dated 2 March 1993 from Ron Hardesty to HC.
15. Correspondence dated 1993 between William Dooley and HC.
16. Letter dated 16 September 1993 from C Stanford to HC.
18. Letter dated 15 October 1993 from Irwin Pickett to HC.
19. Letter dated 29 January 1993 from I Pickett to HC.
20. Hand written note from HC [n.d.]
21. Correspondence dated 1993 between David Messer and HC.
23. Letter dated 5 May 1993 from Pauline Laffitte to HC.
24. Letter dated 2 March 1993 from R Hardesty to HC.
25. Correspondence dated 1993 between William Dooley and HC.

Folder 18

4. Letter dated 12 August 1994 from Heike Pickett to HC.
5. Letter dated 4 November 1994 from Mike Culver to HC.
6. Letter dated 29 April 1994 from David Messer to HC.
7. Letter dated 7 August 1994 from Andrew McKay to HC.
8. Letter dated 26 May 1994 from Thomas Hynes to HC.
9. Letter dated 21 October 1994 from John Begley to HC.

Folder 19


Folder 20

2. List of works done after March 1990. [n.d.]
3. Interdepartmental memo dated 21 December 1993 from James Grubola to Linda Rowley.
Folder 21

5. Letter dated 8 December 1995 from Jane Morgan to HC.
7. Letter dated 1 March 1995 from Charles E. Castle to HC.

Folder 22

10. Letter dated 10 August 1996 from Julie Schweitzer to HC.
11. Letter dated 16 December 1996 from Mayor Jerry Abramson to HC.
13. Letter dated 15 November 1996 from the Trumbull Art Gallery to HC.
Folder 23


Folder 24

1. Materials related to the show at Westminster College Art Gallery, 1996.

Folder 25

2. Loan form for *Visiting Artist Alliance Faculty Exhibition* between The University of Cincinnati and Henry Chodkowski.
5. Letter dated 7 March 1997 from Amy Boyd to HC.
14. Letter dated 9 October 1997 from Mike Culver to HC.
15. Letter dated 21 October 1997 from LVAA to HC.
16. Letter dated 14 November 1997 from Kennety Weedman to HC.

Folder 26

2. Correspondence dated 1996 between Henry Chodkowski and Joseph Ruffo.
3. Correspondence 1996–1997 between HC to Martha[?].
4. Loan agreement between HC and University of Nebraska-Lincoln and HC.
7. Sign-up sheet for individual critiques from HC at University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Folder 26

2. Correspondence dated 1997 between HC and Kenneth Weedman.

Folder 27


Folder 28

3. Letter dated 8 January 1998 from former students to HC.
7. Letter dated 13 April 1998 from Lynne Lokensgard to HC.
9. Letter dated 26 March 1998 from August Freundlich to HC.
11. Letter dated February 1998 from Amy Boyd to HC.

Folder 29


Folder 30

1. Card of Miami University Art Museum, Oxford OH.
3. Correspondence dated 1996–2000 between Edna Southard and HC.
5. Bill of Lading between HC and Miami University [OH].
7. Letter dated 17 September 1999 from Bonnie Nelson Mason and HC.
10. Instruction list from HC for the exhibit at Miami University show.

Folder 31


4. “Chodkowski To Lecture at Reception on Friday.” *University Press* [Beaumont TX], 25 October 2000, p. 3. – *two copies*

5. Letter dated 27 October 2000 from Lynne Lokensgard to HC.

6. “Artist exhibits bring powerful images.” *Port Arthur News* [Port Arthur, TX], 2000. – *two copies*


9. Letter dated 31 January 2000 from Edna Southard to HC.


Folder 32

1. Correspondence dated 1997 between Harriet Fowler and Henry Chodkowski.

2. Correspondence dated 1998–2000 between Rachael Sadinksy and HC.


5. Biographical information concerning HC for the UK Art Museum Show.

6. Receipt between UK and HC for show in Lexington.


Folder 33
3. List of inventory for shipping and insurance reasons for the HC show at Lamar University.
4. Information related to the Richard Florsheim Art Fund grant for HC.

Folder 34
7. Letter dated 21 February 2006 from Matt Resnick to HC.
8. Letter dated 15 March 2005 from Bethany Heckel to HC.
14. Letter dated 20 March 2001 from Rachael Sadinsky to HC.
15. Letter dated 22 March 2001 from Harriet Fowler to HC.
16. Letter dated 2 April 2001 from Edna Southard to HC.
17. Letter dated 15 April 2001 from Bonnie Nelson Mason to HC.
19. Letter dated 14 May 2000 from Robert Wicks to HC.
20. Letter dated 21 November 2002 from Edna Southard to HC.

Folder 35

2. List of work with pricing for B. Deemer Gallery show, 2005.
4. List of questions by HC to give to Brenda Deemer, 2 December 2004.
7. Letter dated 27 January 2005 from B Deemer to HC.
8. Selected CV for HC, [n.d.]
9. List of artwork and values for B. Deemer Gallery show.
12. Letter dated 17 August 2005 from HC to Debbie [?]

Box 3

Folder 1

2. Correspondence dated 2006-2007 between Loyola Walter and Henry Chodkowski.
3. Correspondence dated 2006-2007 between HC and Jerry Bellas.
5. List of questions for JB and LW from HC. [n.d.]
6. Campus map of College of Mount St. Joseph. [n.d.]
7. List of artwork and prices for the show at College of Mount St. Joseph. [n.d.]

Folder 2

Folder 3
1. Correspondence dated 1986 between Jay Kloner and Xenia Zed.
2. Kloner, Jay. Henry Chodkowski’s Archetypal Abstractions. N.d. TS. Henry Chodkowski Papers. – three copies
3. Letter dated 13 March 1986 from Jay Kloner to Derek Guthrie.

Folder 4

Folder 5
5. Letter [n.d.] from The Courier-Journal to HC.

Folder 6
1. Assorted newspaper clippings collected by HC.

Folder 7
Folder 8

   a. Dario and Madeline Covi
   b. Gabor Peterdi
   c. Bill Cummings
   d. Olafs Zeidenbergs
   e. O.S.D. [?]
   f. Mike and Lynne Christiana
   g. Michael Boyle
   h. Joe Polzer
   i. Ginny Marsh
   j. John Whitesell
   k. Jeanette Cantrell
   l. [Smothers]
   m. Bernard Chaet
   n. Bill Staley
   o. Julius Friedman
   p. Jim [?]
   q. Charles Byrne
   r. Sam Richards and Fran Kratzok
   s. Dan Boyarski
   t. Lora Dell
   u. Bob Miller
   v. Irwin Pickett
   w. Jean Chodkowski
   x. John F. Saladino
   y. Loyola Walter
   z. William and Mary Axton
   aa. Mark Priest
   bb. About Exhibiting
   cc. Some Thoughts to Students on Painting
   dd. Irwin Pickett
   ee. Marvin Lowe
   ff. Patsy Graybeal
   gg. Michael Onken
   hh. Office of Academic Affairs, University of Louisville
   ii. Reginald Pollack
   jj. Charles McClure
   kk. Robert Knipschild
   ll. Peter Morrin
   mm. Robert Reed
   nn. Mary E. Newton

2. Various samples of writing from HC.

Folder 9

   a. Fran Kratzok
   b. David Hawpe
   c. M [?]
   d. Robert Berlind
   e. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   f. Stephen Head
   g. Jim Hennessey
   h. Dario and Madeline Covi
   i. Joe McGee
   j. Loyola Walter
   k. Bob Tharsing and Ann Tower
   l. Kit Hillery
   m. Dr. Sam Neal
   n. Dr. James Carter
Folder 10

1. Genealogy of Chodkowski family. [n.d.]
2. Various examples of writing from Henry Chodkowski.

Folder 11

   a. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   b. Dario and Madeline Covi
   c. Julie and Ying Kit Chan
   d. Thomas Hynes
   e. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   f. Victor De Gorge
   g. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   h. John and Marilyn Whitesell
   i. Joe McGee
   j. Beverly Christopher
   k. Christopher Stanford
   l. Phyllis Fair Canwell
   m. Peggy Cox
   n. Mr. Slaughter
   o. Lou Efstathiou
   p. Peggy Gobar
   q. Molly Stack
   r. Gabor Peterdi
   s. Robert Tharsing and Ann Tower
   t. Robert Barnes
   u. Henry and Lora Chodkowski
   v. Stow Chapman
   w. Sophia Plapouta

Folder 12

   a. David Flinchbough
   b. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   c. Ivor Chodkowski
   d. Lou Efstathiou
   e. Jim Hennessey
   f. Peter Morrin
   g. Peter [Boducer]
   h. Bob and Stephanie Stagg
   i. Mike Culver
   j. Mark Priest
   k. Greg Chann
   l. Linda Gigante
   m. Jim Grubola
   n. Karen Spears
   o. Jane Morgan
   p. Tom Butsch
   q. Madeline and Dario Covi
   r. Irwin and Heike Pickett
   s. Athanasios, Golfo, Kostas and John
   t. Henry and Lora Chodkowski
   u. Scott Massey
   v. Fran Richards
   w. Peggy Cox
   x. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   y. Allan Stone
   z. Sophia Plapouta
   aa. Sam Richards and Fran Kratzok
   bb. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   cc. Jenny Shircliff
   dd. Corie Newmayer
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   a. Jay Kloner
   b. Glenn Harper
   c. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   d. Ray Kleinhelter
   e. Robert Berlind
   f. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   g. Mike and Lynn Christiana
   h. Mike Culver
   i. Diane Heilenman
   j. Michael Ananian
   k. Jenny Shircliff
   l. Mark Priest
   m. Julie and Ying Kit Chan
   n. Dario and Madeline Covi
   o. Mary Newton
   p. Lou Efstatiou
   q. Barbara and Jerry Kelly
   r. Kathy Fenwick
   s. Cliff Weike
   t. Fred Horowitz
   u. Scott Massey
   v. Jim Grubola
   w. Ray Kleinhelter
   x. Greg Chann and Debbie Bourer
   y. Ariane Berman and Mario LaRossa
   z. Charles and Cindy Castle
   aa. Chris Kressy
   bb. Peggy Cox
   cc. Steve Head
   dd. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   ee. Lisa [?]
   ff. Marvin S. Lowe
   gg. Sue Morrissey
   hh. Robert Knipschild
   ii. Bernard Chaet
   jj. Priscilla Colt
   kk. Mary Newton
   ll. Julie and Ying Kit Chan
Folder 14

1. Letters and correspondence from April – December 1995
   a. Frank Herrmann
   b. Gaela Erwin
   c. Will Morgan
   d. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   e. Matt Landrus
   f. Mary Newton
   g. Lou Efstathiou
   h. Madeline and Dario Covi
   i. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   j. Henry and Lora Chodkowski
   k. Steve Head
   l. Jim Hennessey
   m. Ariane Berman
   n. Kyle Bianconcini
   o. Irwin and Heike Pickett
   dd. Loyola Walter
   ee. Paula Jensen
   ff. Lynne Lokensgard
   gg. Scott Massey
   hh. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   ii. Evie Clare
   p. Jenny Shircliff
   q. Paula Jensen
   r. Corliss Block
   s. Bernard Chaet
   t. Frank Kratzok
   u. Martha Horvay
   v. Andrew Speer
   w. Ms. Dilley [?]
   x. Stow Chapman
   y. John Saladino
   z. Chris Kressy
   aa. Thomas Germano
   bb. Kathy Fenwick
   cc. Scott Massey
   jj. Lynne Christiana
   kk. Amy Whitehouse
   ll. Robert Tharsing and Ann Tower
   mm. Peggy Cox
   nn. Bev Christopher
   oo. Fred Horowitz

Folder 15

Letters and correspondence from December 1995 – November 1996

   a. Lou Efstathiou
   b. Marjorie and Ed Smith
   c. Loyola Walter
   d. Scott Massey
   e. Jenny Shircliff
   f. Robert Reed
   g. Kathleen Ensor
   h. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   i. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   j. Robert Berlind
   k. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   l. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   m. Sophia Plapouta
   n. Karen [?]
   o. Steve Head
   p. Ginny Marsh
   q. Julia Warner
   r. David Keister
   s. Brenda Danilowitz
   t. Michael Annanian

8/29/2018
Box 4

Folder 1

   a. Jim and Sue Hennessey
   b. Scott Massey
   c. Jim Cardenas
   d. Mary Newton
   e. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
   f. Guinever Smith
   g. Susan Podshadky
   h. Karen and Larry Springate
   i. J.P. Jacob
   j. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   k. Mike Culver
   l. Ken Luchesse
   m. Fred Horowitz
   n. Ed Montgomery
   o. Steve Head
   p. Susan Morrissey
   q. Martha Horvay
   r. Victor DeGeorge
   s. Bill Haley
   t. Robert Miller
   u. Lou Efstathiou
   v. Mike and Lynne Christiana
   w. Marilyn Bandy
   x. John Begley
   y. Peggy Cox
   z. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   aa. Irwin and Heike Pickett
   bb. Karen Spears
   cc. Pat Brown
   dd. Greg Silver
   ee. Danna Carwell-Shauler [?]
   ff. Vicki C. Wright
   gg. Jay Kloner
   hh. Mike and Lynne Christiana
   ii. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   jj. Scott Watson
   kk. Karen Spears
   ll. David Mosely
   mm. Kathy Fenwick
   nn. Robert Tharsing
   oo. Henry and Lora Chodkowski
   pp. Bernard Chaet
   qq. Robert Knipschild
   rr. Bobbi Vallery
   ss. Dario and Madeline Covi
   tt. Georgia Nold
   uu. Patsy Graybeal
   vv. Elizabeth Kelley
   ww. Chris Kressy
   xx. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
   yy. Evie Clare
   zz. Ginny Marsh
   aaa. Mike Annanian
   bbb. Mark Priest
   ccc. Penelope Gober
   ddd. Patrick Brown

Folder 2

1. Letters and correspondence from December 1997 to May 1998
   a. Thomas Berding
   b. Susan Arthur
   c. Matt Swain
   d. James Dorion
   e. Imi Hwangbo
   f. Matt Landrus
   g. Joe Polzer
   h. Mark and Lecia Priest
   i. Barbara and Jerry Kelly
   j. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   k. Bob and Stephanie Stagg
   l. Guinever Smith
   m. Marvin Lowe
   n. Jane Haslem
   o. Jim Hennessey
   p. Giles Guintine
   q. Martha and Bill Horvay
   r. Karen Spears
   s. Irwin and Heike Pickett
   t. David Minton
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Folder 3

   a. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   b. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.
   c. Peggy Cox
   d. Cari Norris
   e. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
   f. Lou Efstathiou
   g. Susan Mangum
   h. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   i. Bernard Chaet
   j. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
   k. John Whitesell
   l. Don and Laurel Anderson
   m. Scott Massey
   n. Julia Warner
   o. Mark Priest
   p. Cindy Willett
   q. Guinever Smith
   r. Matt Swain
   s. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   t. Ariadne Chodkowski
   u. Julia Warner
   v. Cindy Willett
   w. Amy V. Allen

Folder 4

1. Letters and correspondence from September 1998 – April 1999
   a. Mark Tavler
   b. Lou Efstathiou
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c. Joe Polzer
d. Dario and Madeline Covi
e. Mary Newton
f. Susan Mangum
g. Don and Laurel Anderson
h. Cindy Willett
i. Marvin Lowe
j. Jerry and Barbara Kelly
k. Cari Norris
l. Dan Boyarski
m. Ann Smith
n. Jim and Pam Hennessey
o. Guinever Smith
p. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
q. Rudy Pozzatti
r. Michael Culver
s. Irwin and Heike Pickett
t. Martha Horvay
u. Mike and Carole Nicholson
v. Katherine Fenwick
w. Robert Knipschild
x. Lynne and Mike Christiana
y. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
z. Sylvia Berger
aa. Patsy Graybeal
bb. Greg Silver
cc. Mark Priest
dd. Judy Allen–Efstathiou
ee. Stelios Drakokis
ff. Bob and Bonnie Kirkman
gg. Irwin and Heike Pickett
hh. John Whitesell
ii. Henry and Lora Chodkowski
jj. Christine Calusine
kk. Ariadne Chodkowski
ll. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
mm. Paidia [?]
nn. Guinever Smith and David Mosley

2. Letters and correspondence from May – August 1999
   a. Peggy Cox
   b. Sue Morrissey
c. Jim and Pam Hennessey
d. Don Anderson
e. Lou Efstathiou
f. Lynne and Mike Christiana
g. Mary Newton
h. Cari Norris
i. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
j. Virginia and Ed Leech
k. Robert Berlind
l. Dudley Zopf
m. Kathy Mitchell McGee
n. Ariane and Mario
o. Don and Laurel Anderson
p. Nikos and Marika [?]
q. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.

   h. Cari Norris
   i. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
   j. Virginia and Ed Leech
   k. Robert Berlind
   l. Dudley Zopf
   m. Kathy Mitchell McGee
   n. Ariane and Mario
   o. Don and Laurel Anderson
   p. Nikos and Marika [?]
   q. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.
   r. Guinever Smith and David Mosley
   s. Chris and Edie Kressy

Folder 5

1. Letters and correspondence concerning 1999–2000 exhibition
   a. Joan and Gabor Peterdi
d. Bud Leake
b. Vickie Wright
e. Howard Yezerski
c. Peter Morrin
f. Bob Kasprow
2. Letters and correspondence from May 1999 – December 2000
   a. Cari Norris
   b. Mark Priest
   c. Corliss Block
   d. Donna Connell
   e. John Passmore
   f. Scott Massey
   g. Mary Newton
   h. Lou Efstathiou
   i. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   j. Marvin Lowe
   k. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   l. Beverly Christopher
   m. Judy Allen
   n. Scott Massey
   o. Reginald Pollack
   p. Robert Knipschild
   q. Bernard Chaet
   r. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
   s. Robert Knipschild
   t. Susan Mangum
   u. Ariane Berman
   v. Sheldon Tapely
   w. Bonnie Nelson Mason
   x. Lisa McMahan Schooling
   y. Carroll and Antonis Pappas
   z. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   aa. Cari Norris
   bb. Will Morgan
   cc. Martha Horvay
   dd. Patsy Graybeal
   hh. Joe Polzer
   ii. Jan Kerstein
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Folder 6

1. Letters and correspondence from January – May 2000
   a. J.P. Jacob
   b. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   c. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   d. Jim Hennessey
   e. Lou Efstatliou
   f. Reginald Pollack
   g. Guinever Smith and David Mosley
   h. Bernard Chaet
   i. Chris and Edie Kressy
   j. Steve Eliot
   k. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.
   l. Peggy Cox
   m. Kevin Stear
   n. BFA graduating students
   o. Julien Robson
   p. Tom [?]
   q. Greg Chann
   r. Penelope Gobar
   s. Steve Skaggs
   t. Cari Norris
   u. Bob and Patsy Marbert
   v. Carolyn Biggs
   w. Corie Neumayer
   x. Jenny Shircliff
   y. Bobbie Vallery
   z. Marilyn and Dale Bandy
   aa. Ann Davis
   bb. Dudley Zopf
   cc. Sheila Scott
   dd. Shirley Willihnganz
   ee. Matt Landrus
   ff. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
   gg. Robert Tharsing
   hh. Betty and Yandell Smith
   ii. Don and Laurel Anderson
   jj. Mike and Lynne Christiana
   kk. Dan Swain
   ll. Martha Horvay
   mm. Charlie Francis
   nn. Charles Kaprilian
   oo. Jessica Cooper
   pp. Laurie Blayney
   qq. Chase Forrester
   rr. Bob Stagg
   ss. Sophia Plapouta
   tt. Yiannes Tsotros
   uu. Thomas Berding
   vv. John Whitesell
   ww. Marianna Metcalf
   xx. Bobbie Vallery
   yy. Victor De Gorge
   zz. Mary Newton
   aaa. Georgia Nold
   bbb. Sheila Scott
   ccc. Bill Reaschler
   ddd. Jim Grubola
   eee. Darrell Smith
   fff. Pat Harrod
   ggg. Steve Eliot

Folder 7

1. Letters and correspondence from June – December 2000
   a. Penelope Gobar
   b. Corliss Block
c. Bill Reaschler

Folder 8

1. Letters and correspondence from January– May 2001
   a. Lou Efstathiou
   b. Bob Kasprow
   c. Chris Kressy
   d. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   e. Bernard Chaet
   f. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.
   g. Harriet Fowler
   h. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
   i. Mary Walter
   j. Jim and Cecilia Cardenas

   aa. Donna Connell
   bb. Charles Kaprilian
   cc. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
dd. Marvin Lowe
e. Bob Kasprow
ff. Henry Chodkowski, Sr.
gg. Naway Wahla
hh. Sophia Plapouta
ii. Ed Montgomery
jj. Mark Priest
kk. Fran Kratzok
ll. Ariadne Chodkowski
mm. Bernard Chaet
nn. Joe McGee
oo. Melissa Wilson
pp. Donna Meeks
qq. Jean Chodkowski
rr. Don and Laurel Anderson
ss. Martin Rollins
tt. Lynne Lokensgard
uu. Loyola Walter
vv. Peggy Cox
ww. Cari Norris

8/29/2018
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u. Lynne Lokensgard
v. Don and Laurel Anderson
w. John Whitesell
x. Jana McNally
y. Suzanne Mitchell and Carl Maupin
z. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
aa. Eugene Leake
bb. Nick and Carole Nicholson
c. Thomas Berding
dd. Dan Swain
e. Darrell W. Smith
ff. Rachel Sadinsky
gg. Bonnie Nelson Mason

hh. Edna Southard
ii. Kay and Jim Grubola
jj. Guy Mendes
kk. Judy Allen-Efstathiou
ll. Sophia Plapouta
mm. Karen Spears
nn. Ray Kleinhelter
oo. Martha Horvay
pp. Mary Newton
qq. Sharon Weis
rr. Greg Silver
ss. James Brennan
tt. Guinever Smith and David Mosley

Box 5

Folder 1

1. Letters and correspondence from June – December 2001
   a. Nick and Carole Nicholson
   b. Robert Gai
   c. Lou Efstathiou
d. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
e. Ariadne Chodkowski
f. Charlie Francis
g. Loyola Walter
h. Cari Norris
i. Jim Hennessey
j. Marilyn Bandy
k. Chrysoula [?]
l. Victor De George
m. Peggy Cox
n. Gabor and Joan Peterdi
o. Chris and Edie Kressy
p. Mark and Lecia Priest
q. Greg Silver
r. Guinever Smith and David Mosley
   s. Denny Fuller
t. Mary Newton
   u. Dario and Madeline Covi
   v. Erving Fahey
   w. Bernard Chaet
   x. Phyllis Fair Cowell
   y. Joan Peterdi
   z. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   aa. Lisa Schooling
   bb. Sylvia Berger
   cc. Isaiah Chodkowski
dd. New Hampshire workmen
   ee. Dr. Nethala
   ff. Reverend Norman
gg. David Swain
   hh. Olafs Zeidenbergs

8/29/2018
ii. Mike Culver jj. Ed Montgomery
kk. Bob Behind ll. Lisa Simon
mm. James Brennon nn. John Shumaker
oo. Ray Kleinhelter pp. Judy Allen
qq. Patsy Graybeal rr. Cindy Willett
ss. Fred Horowitz tt. Steve and Joan Eliot
uu. Robert Knipschild vv. Thomas Berding
ww. Martha Horvay xx. Darnell Smith
ccc. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti ddd. John Saladino

Folder 2

1. Letters and correspondence from January– September 2002
   a. Henry Chodkowski, Sr. s. Scott Massey
tt. Mike Culver t. Jim Hennessey
   c. Sophia Plapouta u. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   d. Scott Massey v. William Ostrowsey
e. Lou Efstadthiou w. Eric Haynes
   f. Victor and Lish De George x. John and Marilyn Whitesell
g. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael y. Greg and Renée Silver
   h. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti z. Chris Kressy
   i. Sophia Plapouta aa. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   j. Henry Chodkowski, Sr. bb. Ariadne Chodkowski
   k. Marvin Lowe cc. Bernard Chaet
   l. Denny Fuller dd. Don and Laurel Anderson
   m. Robert Knipschild ee. Mark and Lecia Priest
   n. Judy Grundy ff. Dario and Madeline Covi
   o. Alda and Olafs Zeidenbergs gg. Irwin and Heike Pickett
   p. Melissa Lowe Hancock hh. Dr. Robert Dewey
   q. Sheldon Tapley ii. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
   r. Ann Tower

Folder 3

1. Letters and correspondence from July 2002 – May 2003
   a. Bernard Chaet d. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   b. Martha Horvay e. Lisa Simon and Jim Dorian
   c. Wayne and Beth Chodkowski f. Lou Efstadthiou
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Folder 4

1. Letters and correspondence from June 2003 – May 2004
   a. Denny Fuller
   b. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   c. Richard Pizzella
   d. Lou Efstathiou
   e. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   f. Jim Hennessey
   g. Ariadne Chodkowski
   h. Jay and Glenda Kloner
   i. John and Marilyn Whitesell
   j. Fran Kratzok
   k. Don and Laurel Anderson
   l. Isaiah Chodkowski
   m. Scott Massey
   n. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   o. Mary Newton
   p. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
   q. Lisa Simon and Jim Dorian
   r. Barry and Chrysse Vicker
   s. Fred Horowitz
   t. Cindy Willett
   u. Bernard Chaet
   v. Steve Head
   w. Guinever Smith and David Mosley
   x. Marvin Lowe
   y. Darrell Smith
   z. Mike Culver
   aa. Martha Horvay
   bb. Mary Walter
   cc. Delores Swirin
dd. Greg Chann
ee. Olafs Zeidenbergs
ff. Matt Landrus
gg. Chris and Edie Kressy
hh. Patrick Brown
ii. Lisa Schooling
jj. David Swain
kk. Walter Sorge
ll. Bob Hill
mm. Hite faculty
nn. Christopher Hall
oo. Editor, Courier-Journal

Folder 5

1. Letters and correspondence from May 2004 – February 2005
   a. Lou Efstathiou
t. John Saladino
   b. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   c. Thomas Berding
   d. Greg Silver
   e. Mary Newton
   f. Don and Laurel Anderson
   g. Noah Chodkowski
   h. Denny Fuller
   i. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   j. Sophia Plapouta
   k. Ariadne Chodkowski
   l. Darnell Smith
   m. Fran Kratzok
   n. Mary Harding
   o. Charlie and Joanne Burke
   p. Bernard Chaet
   q. Donna Connell
   r. Nick and Carole Nicholson
   s. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael


Folder 6

1. Letters and correspondence from September 2005 – March 2006
a. Jim and Pam Hennessey
b. Steve Head
c. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
d. Lou Efsthathiu
e. Bob Miller
f. Bernard Chaet
g. Lynne and Mike Christiania
h. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
i. David Swain
j. Bernard Chaet
k. Dennis and Perley [?]
l. Bill Cummings
m. Guinever Smith and David Mosely
n. Gary Edson and Peter Briggs
o. Mark and Lecia Priest
p. Dario and Madeline Covi
q. Lisa Schooling
r. Susan Mangum
s. Joe and Kathleen Polzer
t. Steve and Joan Eliot
u. George and Judi Di Sabato
v. Yiannes Tsotros
w. Gaela Erwin
x. Jack and Janet Mastriani
y. Neil and Jane Mac Donald
z. Olafs Zeidenbergs
aa. Corliss Block
bb. Darnell Smith
cc. Georgia Nold
dd. Donna Connell
e. Sue Morrissey
ff. Ed and Carol Montgomery
gg. Cindy Willett
hh. Martha Horvay
ii. Barry and Chryses Vicker
jj. Elizabeth and Chuck Byrne
kk. Mary Newton
ll. Greg Silver
mm. John Saladino
nn. Bob Stagg
oo. Beverly Christopher
pp. Denny Fuller
qq. Charlie Kaprilian
rr. Judy Allen and Eirene Efsthathiu
ss. Peggy Cox
tt. Jim Cardenas
uu. Fred Horowitz
vv. Matt Landrus
ww. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
xx. Don and Laurel Anderson
yy. Ivor Chodkowski
zz. Gaela Erwin
aaa. Ariadne Chodkowski
bbb. Sandra [?] and Jeremiah Parsons
ccc. Frank Kratzok
ddd. David Hawpe

Folder 7

1. Letters and correspondence from March 2005 – October 2005
   a. Peggy Cox
g. Chris and Edie Kressy
b. Rudi and Doti Pozzatti
h. Mark and Lecia Priest
c. Lou Efsthathiu
i. Jenny Shircliff
d. Sophia Plapouta
j. Charlie Kaprilian
e. Donna Connell
k. Karen Spears
f. Bernard Chaet
l. Kerstin Pollack
m. Lynne and Mike Christiana
d. Ray Kleinhelter
e. Jim and Pam Hennessey
f. Neil and Jane Mac Donald
g. Leslie Kane
h. Jack and Janet Mastriani
i. Don and Laurel Anderson
j. Mary Newton
k. Dan Boyarski
l. Greg Chann and Debbie Bowker
m. Donna Meeks

n. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
nn. Matt Swain

o. Patsy Graybeal
oo. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski

p. Dario and Madeline Covi
pp. Ariadne Chodkowski and Greg Smith

q. Brenda Deemer
qq. Loyola Walter

r. Fred Horowitz
rr. Steve Head

s. Marvin Lowe
ss. Heike and Irwin Pickett

t. Carole Logan

u. Gwen Currie Snow

v. Denny Fuller

w. Martha Horvay

x. Fran Kratzok

y. David Webb

z. Scott Dolson

aa. Peter Morrin

bb. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing

cc. Guinever Smith and David Mosely

Folder 8

1. Letters and correspondence from March – October 2006

a. Jim and Pam Hennessey
b. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
c. Lou Efstathiou
d. Nick and Carole Nicholson
e. Jay Kloner
f. Dagmara Zeidenbergs
g. Lynne and Mike Christiana
h. Jim Cardenas
i. Jack and Janet Mastriani
j. Olafs Zeidenbergs
k. Charlie Kaprilian
l. Alda Saunders
m. Ben Whitesell
n. Sophia Plapouta
o. Barbara and Jerry Kelly
p. Dan Boyarski

q. Nick and Carole Nicholson
r. Scott Head
s. Scott Dolson
t. Gaela Erwin
u. Mario LaRossa
v. Bob Miller
w. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
x. Charlie and Beth Francis
y. Judy Efstathiou
z. Tom Gosselin
aa. Mark and Lecia Priest
bb. John and Marilyn Whitesell
cc. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
dd. Betty Satin [?]

ee. Blaine Hudson
ff. Bernard Chaet
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Box 6

Folder 1

1. Letters and correspondence from October 2006 – March 2007
   a. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   b. Fred Horowitz
   c. Martha Horvay
   d. Dan Boyarski
   e. Greg Silver
   f. Lou Efstathiou
   g. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   h. Don and Laurel Anderson
   i. Mike and Lynne Christiana
   j. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
   k. Chris and Edie Kressy
   l. Bernard Chaet
   m. Jim and Cecilia Cardenas
   n. Judy and Eirene Efstathiou
   o. John Saladino
   p. Joe Polzer
   q. Karen Spears-Springate
   r. George and Judi Di Sabato
   s. Ed and Carol Montgomery
   t. Susan Maugam
   u. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
   v. Barry and Chrysse Vicker
   w. Steve Head
   x. Nick and Carole Nicholson
   y. Chuck and Elizabeth Byrne
   z. Dagmara Zeidenbergs
   aa. Mary Newton
   bb. Corliss Block
   cc. Charlie Kaprilian
   dd. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
   ee. Sophia Plapouta
   ff. Peggy Cox
   gg. Matt Landrus
   hh. Loyola Walter
   ii. Jep (?)
   jj. Edna Southard
   kk. Bill Ostrowsey
   ll. Greg Chann
   mm. Claudia Stone
   nn. Dario and Madeline Covi
   oo. David and Elaine Swain
   pp. Jack and Janet Mastriani
   qq. John Begley
   rr. Phyllis Fair Cowell
   ss. Georgia and Mike Nold
   tt. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   uu. Constantine Patrinellis
   vv. Gail Gilbert
Folder 2

1. Letters and correspondence from October 2006 – March 2007
   a. Loyola Walter
   b. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   c. Amy Purcell
   d. Steve Head
   e. Nick and Carole Nicholson
   f. Sophia Plapouta
   g. Jerry and Alícia Mac Michael
   h. Lou Efstathiou
   i. Jack and Janet Mastriani
   j. David Mosely
   k. Dan Boyarski
   l. Charlie Kaprilian
   m. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
   n. Dan Swain
   o. Gail Gilbert
   p. Don and Laurel Anderson
   q. Carrie Neumayer
   r. Dario and Madeline Covi
   s. Barry and Chrysse Vicker
   t. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
   u. Judy Efstathiou
   v. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
   w. Frank Herrmann
   x. Richard Leclerc
   y. Steve and Joan Eliot
   z. Martha Horvay
   aa. Constantine Patrinellis
   bb. Bernard Chaet
   cc. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   dd. John Begley
   ee. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   ff. Ariadne Chodkowski

Box 7

Folder 1

1. Letters and correspondence from June – August 2007
   a. Bernard Chaet
   b. Lynne and Mike Christiana
   c. Lou Efstathiou
   d. Jerry and Alícia Mac Michael
   e. Jim and Pam Hennessey
   f. Steve and Joan Eliot
   g. Sophia Plapouta
   h. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
   i. Mark and Lecia Priest
   j. Jim Cardenas
   k. Nick and Carole Nicholson
   l. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
   m. Don and Laurel Anderson
   n. Dan Swain
   o. Fran Kratzok
   p. Betty Nyborg Winnberg
   q. Steve Head
   r. Ying Kit and Julie Chan
   s. Ariadne Chodkowski and Greg Smith
   t. Dario and Madeline Covi
   u. Noah Chodkowski
   v. Stelios Ntimas
   w. Ralph Porter
   x. Giorgios Mamouha
   y. Charlie Kaprilian
z. Jack and Janet Mastriani
dd. Charlie and Beth Francis
aa. Ed and Carol Montgomery
ee. Loyola Walter
bb. Martha Horvay
ff. Peggy Cox
c. Phyllis Fair
d. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis

2. Letters and correspondence from August – December 2007
a. Steve Head
t. Barry and Chrysse Vicker
b. John and Marilyn Whitesell
u. Bill Ostrowsey
c. Rudy and Doti Pozzatti
v. Chris and Edie Kressy
d. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
w. Don and Laurel Anderson
e. Jim and Pam Hennessey
x. Phyllis Fair
f. Ariadne Chodkowski and
y. Patsy Graybeal
Greg Smith
z. Lisa Schooling
g. Frances Vergne
aa. Marvin Lowe
h. Lynne and Mike Christiana
bb. John Saladino
i. Brenda Deemer
cc. Judy Efstathiou
j. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
dd. Jean Cowell
k. Frank Herrmann
e. Martha Horvay
l. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
f. Dario and Madeline Covi
m. Lou Efstathiou
gg. Charlie and Joan Burke
n. Sophia Plapouta
hh. Bob Kasprov
o. Loyola Walter
ii. Ed and Carol Montgomery
p. Jack and Janet Mastriani
jj. Chuck and Elizabeth Byrne
q. Bernard Chaet
kk. Greg Jones
r. Jim Cardenas
ll. Ralph Porter
s. David and Elaine Swain
mm. Cindy Willett

Box 8

Folder 1

1. Letters and correspondence from December 2007 – April 2008
a. Jerry and Alicia Mac Michael
g. John Passamore
b. Steve and Joan Eliot
h. Barry and Chrysse Vicker
c. Jim and Pam Hennessey
i. Chris and Edie Kressy
d. Lynne and Mike Christiana
j. Steve and Joan Eliot
e. Don and Laurel Anderson
k. Charlie and Poppy Patrinellis
f. Cindy Willett
l. Lou Efstathiou
m. Bernard Chaet
n. Fred Horowitz
o. Matt and Rachel Swain
p. Nick and Carole Nicholson
q. Ariadne Chodkowsk
r. Edna Southard
s. Thomas Berding
t. Sophia Plapouta
u. David and Elaine Swain
v. Ioannes Tsotras
w. Bernard Chaet
x. Charlie and Joan Burke
y. Sarah Lansdell
z. Lew and Nounie Slaten

aa. Stelios Ntimas
bb. Ralph Porter
cc. Charlie Kaprilian
dd. Ivor and Jana Chodkowski
ee. Tom Gosselin
ff. Russ Cederberg
gg. Constantine Patrinellis
hh. Ann Tower and Robert Tharsing
ii. Jack and Janet Mastriani
jj. Loyola Walter
kk. Corliss Block
ll. Dan Swain
mm. Dario Covi